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1 Sept 2016         

Dear Valued Customer   

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
 
SECTION 1 - GENERAL 
1. Who Is Virtual Fuels?  It is a collective network or companies and people.  It refers 

to the group of companies and participants that all work together to make up an 
efficient fuel supply chain.  It includes, retail, wholesale, trade, green fuel producers, financiers, technical 
platforms and of course you the fuel consumers.    

2. The Fuel Only Programs?  It is a range of Fuel Supply Programs.  This program makes fuel available on the 
entire National Retail network using the Virtual Fuels Payment Card.  It delivers value by providing the fuel at 
preferential prices at selected stations.  Choices are for Longhauls or Everywhere. 

3. The Fuel and Fleet Programs?  It is a Fuel and Fleet Program.  In addition to fuel we add collective buying 
tools such as tracking, tyres and roadside support at collective deals and pass this on to the vehicles owners. 

4. The Loyalty Program.   A very exciting and expanded program.  It starts with fuels but includes the spend on 
other products and works with station owners and other merchants.  

5. Is This For Fuels Only?  It will work only at Terminals in use by the banking network. Our programs are 
configured to be used at registered terminals to allow fuels and lubricants purchases only.  The Virtual Fuels 
group is focused on Fuel Solutions and we specialise in it.    

6. What Does Secure Payment Gateway Mean?  It means that funds are paid via standard banking Terminals 
whilst on line.  The individual cards cannot request money from the master account and thus can only be 
spent what has been allocated to it.  This protects the main account being accessed.  

7. What Makes These Cards Different From Banks And Oil Companies? We are focused on fuel solutions. 
The card systems gives us the ability to design and implement the best solution according to the client’s need. 
It is not specific or constrained by bank or supplier.  In this way we build our own network for our clients – a 
truly collective and collaborative effort.  We add change and adapt continuously to the need of our clients and 
can do so in a matter of days.   

8. Who Owns and Distributes This Card?  The issuing bank is Standard Bank. We have an agreement with them 
that regulate the agreement. 

9. What Is The Purpose Of The Card?  The Card is presented to allow a single point of entry into the fuel supply 
chain.  With this you can access fuels and lubricants on national, retail, wholesale and depot level.  This means 
it accounts for both as a connector to products and services as well as effecting the payment.   See the card as 
a passport to the Virtual Fuel Network.   

10. Why Is Fuel So Expensive?  Almost 40% of the price is taxes.  The rest is the function of Crude Oil Prices and 
the exchange rate.  A weak Rand means a high price. To combat this fixed prices may be a good option. 
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